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1. Introduction
In this paper, the 8rst in a series, we lay down the foundations of one possible
path to constructive topology: a theory of point-set nearness analogous to the classical
theory developed in [13] (see also [17]).
In reading our work, one should be aware that it is not written from the viewpoint
of a dogmatic philosophical constructivist. For us, constructive mathematics is a matter
of practice rather than philosophy. 1 That practice is based on intuitionistic logic, the
exclusive use of which produces proofs and results that are valid not only in classical
mathematics but also in a variety of other models, including computational ones such
as recursive function theory [8] and Weihrauch’s Type II E@ectivity Theory [22,23].
Indeed, we believe that our results could easily be veri8ed using appropriate proof-
checking software.
No detailed knowledge of constructive analysis is needed in order to understand the
work below: an awareness of the di@erences between classical and intuitionistic logic
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1 This is not to say, or even suggest, that we are uninterested in philosophical constructivism; see, for
example, [9]. However, we believe that constructive mathematics in practice produces insights, especially
computational ones, that may interest mathematicians of all philosophical persuasions.
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should suFce. However, the reader may bene8t from keeping at hand either [3] or [6].
Other general references for constructive mathematics are [2,10,20]; for the recursive
approach to constructive mathematics see [1,16], and for intuitionistic mathematics
see [14,20].
2. Axioms for nearness spaces
Let X be a set 2 with a binary relation = of inequality, or point–point apartness,
satisfying
x = y ⇒ ¬(x = y);
x = y ⇒ y = x;
We say that = is nontrivial if there exist x; y in X with x =y. Thus a set with a
nontrivial inequality has at least two distinct elements.
A subset S of an X has two natural complementary subsets:
• the logical complement
¬S = {x ∈ X : ∀y ∈ S ¬(x = y)};
• the complement
∼ S = {x ∈ X : ∀y ∈ S (x = y)}:
In a metric space (X; ) the standard inequality is de8ned by
x = y ⇔ (x; y)¿0:
For this inequality the logical complement and the complement coincide classically.
They coincide constructively on the real line R if and only if we assume Markov’s
Principle,
If (an) is a binary sequence such that ¬∀n (an = 0) then ∃ n (an = 1);
which, since it embodies an unbounded search, is not normally accepted by constructive
mathematicians.
We are interested in a set X that carries a nontrivial inequality = and two relations,
near (x; A) (x is near A) and apart (x; A) (x is apart from A), between points x∈X
and subsets A of X . For convenience, we introduce here the apartness complement
of a subset S of X , de8ned by
−S = {x ∈ X : apart (x; S)}:
If A is also a subset of X , we write A−S for A∩−S (and, of course, A∼ S for A∩∼ S).
In a metric space X , an apartness complement is also called a metric complement.
2 Part of the prescription of a set X is an equivalence relation (called the equality and denoted by =)
on X .
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We assume that the following ten axioms are satis8ed:
N0: near (x; A)∧ apart (y; A)⇒ x =y,
N1: near (x; {y})⇒ x=y,
N2: x =y⇒ apart (x; {y}),
N3: x∈A⇒ near (x; A),
N4: near (x; A)⇒∃y(y∈A),
N5: apart (x; A∪B)⇔ apart (x; A)∧apart (x; B),
N6: near (x; A)∧ apart (x; B)⇒near (x; A− B),
N7: near (x; A)∧∀y∈A (near (y; B))⇒ near (x; B),
N8: apart (x; A)∧−A⊂∼B⇒ apart (x; B),
N9: apart (x; A)⇒∀y∈X (x =y∨ apart (y; A)).
We then call X a nearness space, and the data de8ning the inequality, nearness, and
apartness the nearness structure on X . Every subset Y of X on which the induced
inequality is nontrivial has a natural nearness structure induced by that on X ; taken
with that induced nearness structure, Y is called a nearness subspace of X .
The canonical example that we have in mind is that of a set X with a nontrivial
inequality and a topology  (satisfying the usual axioms). In this example, the nearness
and apartness are de8ned as follows:
near (x; A)⇔∀U ∈  (x ∈ U ⇒ ∃y ∈ U ∩ A);
apart (x; A)⇔∃U ∈  (x ∈ U ⊂∼ A):
It is then routine to verify axioms N0 and N3–N8. However, we need to assume
that axioms N1, N2, and N9 hold. 3 We then call near the topological nearness cor-
responding to the topology , and we refer to X , with this nearness structure, as a
topological nearness space. If the topology  is de8ned by a metric  on X , then call
X a metric nearness space.
It is immediate from N0 that
apart (x; A)⇒ ¬near (x; A):
In the classical treatment of nearness, apartness is de8ned as the negation of nearness, 4
apart (x; A)⇔ ¬near (x; A)
3 Classically, N1 and N2 are equivalent, and hold precisely when X is a T1 topological space; N7 and
N8 are equivalent; and N9 is a logical triviality. Also, N1,N2, and N9 always hold in a metric space.
4 It has been suggested that we take apartness as the single primitive point-set relation, and de;ne nearness
by
near (x; A)⇔ ¬apart (x; A)
However, in our view this would substantially weaken the theory. Moreover, in the space R we would need
Markov’s Principle in order to prove the desirable result that if near (x; A), then x is in the closure of A.




A = Ra = {ax : x ∈ R};
we have ¬apart (1; A). But if 1 is in the closure of Ra, then, choosing ∈R such that |1 − a|¡1=2, we
see that a =0 and therefore a =0; whence there exists n such that an=1.
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and we need only the axioms N1, N3,
N4′ near (x; A∪B)⇔ near (x; A)∨ near (x; B)
(classically equivalent to N5), N7, and
near (x; A)⇒ A = ∅:
N6 is then easily deduced from N4′, since A=(A∩B)∪ (A∼B). (Note that this
decomposition of a set A is not provable constructively.)
The implication from left to right in axiom N4′ is essentially nonconstructive. To
see this, consider R with the topological nearness corresponding to its standard metric






if an = 0;
Sn−1 if an = 1;
Tn =
{ {−1} if an = 0;{− 1n} if an = 1:
Let S=
⋃∞
n=1 Sn and T=
⋃∞
n=1 Tn. Then 0 is near S ∪T . But if 0 is near S, then an=0
for all n; while if 0 is near T , then there exists x∈T such that |x|¡ 12 , so we can 8nd
n with an=1. It readily follows that N4′ implies the limited principle of omniscience
(LPO):
For each binary sequence (an), either an=0 for all n or else there exists n such
that an=1.
This principle is well known to be essentially nonconstructive; indeed, it is provably
false in intuitionistic mathematics and in recursive constructive mathematics, each of
which is a model for Bishop’s constructive mathematics (see [10]).
3. Deductions from the axioms
We now derive some elementary consequences of our axioms. First, if x=y, then
x∈{y} and so, by axiom N3, near (x; {y}). In particular, since x=x, we have
near (x; {x}):
If apart (x; {y}), then, by axiom N9, either x =y or else apart (y; {y}). In the latter
case, since near (y; {y}), we see from axiom N0 that y =y, which is absurd. Hence
apart (x; {y})⇒ x = y: (1)
By axioms N2 and N9, if x =y, then for all z∈X , either x = z or apart (z; {y}).
It follows from (1) that the inequality =, on our nearness space is cotransitive:
x = y ⇒ ∀z ∈ X (x = z ∨ z = y):
For each x∈X there exists y∈X with x =y. To see this, choose a; a′∈X with a = a′.
(Recall that we assume from the outset that the inequality on X is nontrivial.) By
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axiom N2, apart (a; {a′}); whence, by N9, either x = a or else apart (x; {a′}); in the
latter event, the previous deduction shows that x = a′.
Axioms N7 and N3 immediately yield
near (x; A) ∧ A ⊂ B⇒ near (x; B): (2)
Since A⊂A∪B, it follows that
near (x; A) ∨ near (x; B)⇒ near (x; A∪B):
If apart (x; A) and y∈A, then near (y; A), by axiom N3, so x =y, by axiom N0. Thus
−A⊂∼A, and so, by axiom N6,
near (x; A ∪ B) ∧ apart (x; A)⇒ near (x; B− A):
Using (2), we now obtain
near (x; A ∪ B) ∧ apart (x; A)⇒ near (x; B): (3)
Now let B⊂A, and consider y∈B and z∈−A. We see from N3 that near (y; B); so
near (y; A), by (2). It follows from N0 that y = z, and hence that −A⊂∼B. Applying
N8, we now obtain
apart (x; A) ∧ B ⊂ A⇒ apart (x; B): (4)




near (x; A) ∧ apart (x; B)⇒ ∃y ∈ A apart (y; B);
by axioms N6 and N4.
We can now establish the extensionality of nearness and apartness. If x=x′ and x
is near A, then as near (x′; {x}), it follows from axiom N7 that x′ is near A. Now let
x=x′; A=A′, and near (x; A). Then near (x′; A), as we just proved. Since also A⊂A′,
we see from (2) that near (x′; A′). Hence nearness is extensional.
To deal with the extensionality of apartness, let x=x′; A=A′, and apart (x; A). Then
by axiom N9, apart (x′; A); since A′⊂A, it follows from (4) that apart (x′; A′).
4. Continuity
Let f :X →Y be a mapping between nearness spaces, and x0 a point of X . We say
that f is
• nearly continuous at x0 if
∀A ⊂ X (near (x0; A)⇒ near (f(x0); f(A)));
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• continuous at x0 if
∀A ⊂ X (apart (f(x0); f(A))⇒ apart (x0; A)):
We say that f is nearly continuous (respectively, continuous) on X if it is nearly
continuous (respectively, continuous) at each point of X .
If also X and Y are metric nearness spaces, then we say that f :X →Y is sequen-
tially continuous at x if limn→∞ f(xn)=f(x) whenever (xn) is a sequence converging
to x in X (where ‘lim’ here is used in the usual sense for metric spaces).
Note that a continuous function f :X →Y between nearness spaces is strongly
extensional:
∀x ∈ X∀y ∈ X (f(x) = f(y)⇒ x =y):
For if f(x) =f(y), then, by N2, apart (f(x); {f(y)}); it follows from the continuity
of f that apart (x; {y}) and therefore, as we showed above, x =y.
The last part of the proof of our next proposition depends on Ishihara’s Lemma
[15, Lemma 2]:
Let X be a complete metric space, and f a strongly extensional mapping of X into
a metric space Y . Let 0¡¡, and let (xn) be a sequence converging to x in X .
Then either (f(xn); f(x))¡ for all su>ciently large n or else (f(xn); f(x))¿
for in;nitely many n.
Proposition 1. Let f :X →Y be a mapping between metric nearness spaces, and
let x0∈X .
(i) f is continuous at x0 if and only if for each  ¿0 there exists !¿0 such that
(f(x); f(x0))¡ whenever x∈X and (x; x0)¡!.
(ii) If f is sequentially continuous at x0, then it is nearly continuous there.
(iii) If X is complete, f is strongly extensional, and f is nearly continuous at x0,
then it is sequentially continuous there.
Proof. It is routine to prove that the stated  –! condition implies continuity in our
sense at x0. Suppose, conversely, that f is continuous at x0, let  ¿0, and de8ne
S =
{
x ∈ X : (f(x); f(x0)) ¿  2
}
:
Then apart (f(x0); f(S)), so apart (x0; S). Hence there exists !¿0 such that (x; x0)¿!
for each x∈S. It follows that if (x; x0)¡!, then x =∈S and therefore (f(x); f(x0))6 =2
¡ . This proves (i).
To prove (ii), suppose that f is sequentially continuous at x0. Given A⊂X such
that near (x0; A), construct a sequence (xn)∞n=1 of points of A converging to x0. Then
f(xn)→f(x0), and therefore near (f(x0); f(A))). Hence f is nearly continuous at x0.
Finally, suppose that X is complete, f is strongly extensional, and f is nearly
continuous at x0. Let (xn)∞n=1 be a sequence in X converging to x0, and let  ¿0. By
Ishihara’s Lemma, either (f(xn); f(x0))¡ for all suFciently large n or else there
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n=1 such that (f(xnk ); f(x0))¿ =2 for each k.
In the latter case we have
near (x0; {xnk : k ¿ 1})
but
apart (f(x0); {f(xnk ) : k ¿ 1});
contradicting our assumption that f is nearly continuous at x0. We conclude that
(f(xn); f(x0))¡ for all suFciently large n, and therefore, since  ¿0 is arbitrary,
that f is sequentially continuous at x0.
Corollary 2. For mappings between metric spaces, continuity implies near continuity.
The classical treatment of the continuity of real-valued functions is simpli8ed by
using the next proposition, whose proof in [13] employs a contradiction argument.
Note, for the purpose of our proof, that although the statement
∀x ∈ R (x ¡ 0 ∨ x = 0 ∨ x ¿ 0)
is equivalent to LPO, we can prove the following constructively:
∀x; y ∈ R (x ¿ y ⇒ ∀z ∈ R (x ¿ z ∨ z ¿ y))
(see [6,10]).
Proposition 3. Let f1; : : : ; fn be mappings of a nearness space X into a metric space
Y that are continuous at x0, let x0 be near S, and let  ¿0. Then there exists x∈S
such that (fi(x); fi(x0))¡ for each i.
Proof. In the case n=1, de8ne
A = {x ∈ S : (f1(x); f(x0)) ¡  };
B = {x ∈ S : (f1(x); f(x0)) ¿  =2}:
Then S=A∪B. Also, apart (f(x0); f(B)), so, by the continuity of f at x0, apart (x0; B).
It follows from (3) that near (x0; A); whence A is nonempty, which is what we want
to prove.
Now assume that the proposition holds for n − 1 functions that are continuous
at x0, and consider the case of n functions f1; : : : ; fn that are continuous at x0. By
our induction hypothesis, the set
A = {x ∈ S : (fi(x); fi(x0)) ¡  (16 i 6 n− 1)}
is nonempty. 5 Now, S=A∪B1 ∪ · · · ∪Bn−1, where
Bi = {x ∈ S : (fi(x); fi(x0)) ¿  =2} (16 i 6 n− 1):
5 In constructive mathematics a set S is nonempty if we can construct an element of S.
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For 16i6n− 1, using the continuity of fi at x0, we see that apart (x0; Bi); it follows









Thus near (x0; A), by (3). Now write A=C ∪D, where
C = {x ∈ A : (fn(x); fn(x0)) ¡  };
D = {x ∈ A : (fn(x); fn(x0)) ¿  =2}:
The continuity of fn at x0 shows that apart (x0; D); whence near (x0; C), by (3). Thus,
by axiom N4, there exists x in C; we then have (fi(x); fi(x0))¡ for 16i6n.
This proposition does not enable us to prove constructively that, for example, the
sum f+g of two continuous functions is continuous; it leads only to the near continuity
of f + g. To prove the continuity, we adapt the classical argument used in [13], as
follows. Let (f + g)(x0) be apart from (f + g) (S). Then there exists r¿0 such that
|f(x)− f(x0)|+ |g(x)− g(x0)|¿ |(f + g)(x)− (f + g)(x0)|¿ 3r;
for all x in S. Let
A = {x ∈ S : |f(x)− f(x0)|¡ 2r};
B = {x ∈ S : |f(x)− f(x0)|¿ r}:
Then S=A∪B and apart (f(x0); f(B)); so, by the continuity of f, apart (x0; B). On
the other hand, for each x∈A we have
|g(x)− g(x0)|¿ 3r − |f(x)− f(x0)|¿ r:
Hence apart (g(x0); g(A)) and therefore, by the continuity of g, apart (x0; A). It follows
from axiom N5 that apart (x0; S). This completes the proof of part of Proposition 4.
Proposition 4. Let f; g be mappings of a nearness space X into R that are continuous
at x0∈X . Then f + g; f − g; cf (c constant), and fg are continuous at x0. If also
g(x0) =0 and g(x) =0 for some x = x0, then the quotient function f=g, de;ned on the
nearness subspace Y ={x∈X : g(x) =0} of X , is continuous at x0.
Of the remaining bits of this proposition, only the last requires comment. The
hypotheses are chosen to ensure that the inequality induced on Y by =, is nontrivial;
the proof of the proposition is a simple consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let  be a nonzero real number, S a set of nonzero real numbers such
that apart (; S), and T={1=x : x∈S}. Then apart (1=; T ).
Proof. Without loss of generality, take ¿0 and choose r such that 0¡r¡=2 and
| − x|¿r for all x∈S. Then for each x∈S either x6=2 or x¿3=2. In the former
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As a 8nal illustration of the development of the theory of continuity of real-valued
functions, we prove the squeezing theorem.
Proposition 6. Let f; g; h be mappings of a nearness space X into R such that g
and h are continuous at x0∈X . Suppose that g(x0)=h(x0) and that g(x)6f(x)6h(x)
for all x∈X . Then f is continuous at x0.
Proof. Let S ⊂R and apart (f(x0); f(S)). There exists r¿0 such that |f(x)−f(x0)|¿r
for each x∈S. Then S=A∪B, where
A = {x ∈ S : f(x)¿ f(x0) + r};
B = {x ∈ S : f(x)6 f(x0)− r}:
Now,
A ⊂ A′ = {x ∈ X : h(x)¿ h(x0) + r}
and apart (h(x0); h(A′)). Since h is continuous at x0, apart (x0; A′); whence apart (x0; A),
by (4). On the other hand,
B ⊂ B′ = {x ∈ X : g(x)6 g(x0)− r}
and the continuity of g at x0, together with (4), yields apart (x0; B). It now follows
from axiom N5 that apart (x0; A∪B)—that is, apart (x0; S).
A number of the preceding results could have been proved using the continuity of
the composite of 8nitely many continuous functions, but this would have required us to
introduce product nearness structures in order to handle functions of several variables.
We prefer to stick with the elementary treatment given above, and to reserve the
introduction of product structures—a nontrivial matter—for a later paper [12].
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5. Limits
How do we 8t convergence and limits into our framework? Let X; Y be nearness
spaces, and x0 a point of X such that near (x0; X ∼{x0}). Let f be a mapping of
X ∼{x0} into Y , and let l∈Y . We say that l is a limit of f(x) as x approaches, or
tends to, x0 in X if the mapping f∗ : (X ∼{x0})∪{x0}→Y de8ned by
f∗(x) =
{
f(x) if x ∈ X ∼ {x0};
l if x = x0
is continuous at x0. We then write




f(x) = l or lim
x→x0
f(x) = l:
Proposition 7. A necessary and su>cient condition that limx→x0 ; x∈X f(x)=l is the
following: If S ⊂X ∼{x0} and apart (l; f(S)), then apart (x0; S).
Proof. If f∗ is continuous at x0, then the stated condition clearly holds. Assume, con-
versely, that condition holds. Let S ⊂ (X ∼{x0})∪{x0} and apart (l; f∗(S)).
Observe that S ∩{x0}=∅: for if x∈S ∩{x0}, then x=x0, so l=f∗(x)∈f∗(S) and
therefore near (l; f∗(S)), contradicting the fact that apart (l; f∗(S)). Since S ⊂
(X ∼{x0})∪{x0}, it follows that S ⊂X ∼{x0}; whence apart (l; f(S)) and therefore,
by our assumptions, apart (x0; S). Thus f is continuous at x0.
To deal with the convergence of sequences, we introduce the set SN=N∪{!} of
extended natural numbers, where ¬(!∈N). We de8ne the inequality on SN by




either x ∈ N and x =∈ A;
or x = ! and ∃) ∈ N ∀n ∈ A (n6 ))
and the corresponding nearness by
near (x; A)⇔
{
either ∈ N and x ∈ A;
or x = ! and (! ∈ A or ∀n ∈ N ∃k ¿ n (k ∈ A ∩N)):
It is routine, but tedious, to verify that these relations near and apart satisfy axioms
N0–N9.
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Let X be any nearness space, x=(xn) a sequence in X , and x∞∈X . We say that x
converges to x∞ if the function x∗ : SN→X , de8ned by
x∗(n) = xn (n ∈ N);
x∗(!) = x∞
is continuous at !. In that case, if X is a metric space and  ¿0, let
A = {n ∈ SN : (x∗(n); x∞) ¿  }:
Then apart (x∞; x∗(A)) and so apart (!; A). Thus there exists )∈N such that A⊂ [1; )];
whence (xn; x∞)6 for all n¿). So we see that x converges to x∞ in the usual
elementary sense. Conversely, if x converges to x∞ in the metric space X , let A⊂ SN
and apart(x∞; x∗(A)). Then there exists ¿0 such that (xn; x∞)¿ for all n∈A∩N.
Choose ) such that (xn; x∞)¡ for all n¿). Then A⊂ [1; )], so apart (!; A). Thus
x∗ is continuous at !.
Note that the sequence x converges to x∞ in X if and only if x∞ is a limit, as n
tends to !, of the function f :N→X de8ned by f(n)=xn. Also, it is almost immediate
that continuity preserves convergence.
We adopt an aFrmative de8nition of “Hausdor@”. We say that the nearness space
H is Hausdor. if it satis8es the following strong property of uniqueness of limits:
If X is a nearness space, f a mapping of X into H; near (x0; X ∼{x0}) in
X , f(x)→ l∈H as x→ x0, and l′ is a point of H with l = l′, then there exists
S ⊂X ∼{x0} such that apart (l′; f(S)) and near (x0; S).
It is routine to verify that a metric nearness space is Hausdor@ in this sense.
6. The nearness topology
Passing over the details of the further development of elementary convergence theory,
we turn now to consider substitutes for open and closed sets in a nearness space X .
Every nonempty open subset of R is a union of open intervals, which are apartness
complements. This suggests the following de8nition.
A subset S of a nearness space X is said to be nearly open if it can be written as
a union of apartness complements—that is, if there exists a family (Ai)i∈I such that
S=
⋃
i∈I −Ai. Then ∅ is nearly open (∅=−X ), X is nearly open (X =−∅), and a union
of nearly open sets is nearly open. Since, by a simple application of axiom N5, the
intersection of a 8nite number of apartness complements is an apartness complement,
it can easily be shown that a 8nite intersection of nearly open sets is nearly open.
Thus the nearly open sets form a topology—the nearness topology—on X .
Of course, we de8ne a subset S of X to be nearly closed if
∀x ∈ X (near (x; S)⇒ x ∈ S)
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that is, if S equals its closure
SS = {x ∈ X : near (x; S)}:
Both X and ∅ are nearly closed. The intersection of any family of nearly closed sets
is nearly closed (this is easy!); but if the union of the nearly closed subsets [0; 1]
and [1; 2] of R is nearly closed, then we can prove the essentially nonconstructive
proposition
∀x ∈ R (x ¿ 1 ∨ x 6 1)
[7, (6.3)].
Proposition 8. If S is a nearly open subset of a nearness space X , then its logical
complement equals its complement and is nearly closed.
Proof. Let S=
⋃
i∈I −Ai be nearly open, let T=¬ S, and consider x such that near
(x; T ). Given y∈S, choose i∈I such that y∈ − Ai. Then apart (y; Ai), so, by axiom
N9, either x =y or apart (x; Ai). In the latter case, since near (x; T ), we see from
axiom N6 that near (x; T − Ai); whence, by N4, there exists z∈T − Ai⊂T ∩ S, which
is absurd. It follows that ¬apart (x; Ai) and hence that x =y. We have thus shown that
if near (x;¬S), then x∈∼ S. Since ∼ S ⊂¬ S, the desired conclusions follow.
We now have two results that relate continuity and near continuity to standard notions
of continuity in the context of topological spaces.
Theorem 9. Let f :X →Y be a mapping between nearness spaces, such that for each
nearly open subset S of Y , f−1(S) is nearly open. Then f is continuous.
Proof. Let x∈X , A⊂X , and apart (f(x); f(A)). Then f(x) ∈ −f(A). Since −f(A)
is nearly open,
, = f−1(−f(A)) = ⋃
i∈I
−Ai
for some family of sets Ai. Choose i∈I such that x∈ − Ai. Note that A⊂¬, : , for
if z∈A∩W, then f(z)∈f(A)∩ − f(A), which is absurd. Since W is nearly open, the
preceding proposition shows that ¬W=∼W. Hence
A ⊂ ¬W =∼ , ⊂∼ −Ai:
Applying axiom N8 with A replaced by Ai and B replaced by A, we now see that
apart (x; A).
In view of the 8rst statement of Proposition 1, the converse of Theorem 9 holds for
mappings between metric spaces.
Theorem 10. A mapping f :X →Y between nearness spaces is nearly continuous
if and only if for each nearly closed subset S of Y , f−1(S) is nearly closed.
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Proof. Suppose that f is nearly continuous on X , and let S be a nearly closed sub-
set of Y . If x∈X and near (x; f−1(S)), then near (f(x); f(f−1(S))) and therefore
near (f(x); S): Since S is closed, f(x)∈S; whence x∈f−1(S).
Conversely, suppose that the inverse image, under f, of each nearly closed subset
of Y is nearly closed. Let x∈X , A⊂X , and near (x; A). De8ne
B = {y ∈ Y : near (y; f(A))}:
By axiom N7, B is nearly closed; so f−1(B) is nearly closed. Since A⊂f−1(B), we
have near (z; f−1(B)) for each z∈A. It follows from axiom N7 that near (x; f−1(B));
since f−1(B) is nearly closed, x∈f−1(B). We conclude that near (f(x); f(A)).
It is worth observing that if f :X →Y is a mapping between topological nearness
spaces, then the connection between continuity in the nearness/apartness sense and the
standard open-set criterion for continuity in topology is not a simple one. For, given
that f is continuous in the nearness/apartness sense, consider an open subset S of Y
and a point x of f−1(S). Let T=∼ S. Then
f(x) ∈ S ⊂∼ T ⊂∼ f(f−1(T ));
so, by de8nition of the topological nearness,
apart (f(x); f(f−1(T ))):
Hence apart (x; f−1(T )), and there exists an open set U ⊂X , with x∈U ⊂∼f−1(T ).
Then U ⊂∼f−1(∼ S); but this is not the same, constructively, as saying that U ⊂f−1
(S). So it appears that we are unlikely to establish that a continuous function between
topological nearness spaces has the property that the inverse image of an open set is
open.
On the other hand, we can prove the converse of this last property when f is strongly
extensional. To see this, assume that the inverse image under f of an open set is
open, and consider x∈X and A⊂X such that apart (f(x); f(A)). Choose an open set
V in Y such that f(x)∈V ⊂∼f(A). Then f−1(V ) is open and x∈f−1(V ). Moreover,
if y∈f−1(V ), then for each z∈A, f(y) =f(z); so, as f is strongly extensional, we
have y = z. Thus f−1(V )⊂∼A, and therefore apart (x; A).
In order to tidy up this situation, we prove two simple propositions and introduce
another useful property of a nearness space.
Proposition 11. Let X be a nearness space. Then for each x∈X and each A⊂X ,
apart (x; A)⇔ ∃B ⊂ X (x ∈ −B ⊂∼ A):
Proof. Let x∈X and A⊂X . If apart (x; A), then x∈ − A⊂∼A. Conversely, if there
exists B⊂X such that x ∈ −B⊂∼A, then it follows from axiom N8 (with A; B
interchanged) that apart (x; A).
Proposition 12. Let X be a nearness space, x∈X and A⊂X . If near (x; A), then A
intersects each nearly open subset of X that contains x.
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Proof. Let near (x; A), and let U=
⋃
i∈I −Ai be any nearly open set containing x.
Choosing i∈I such that x ∈ −Ai, we see from axiom N6 that near (x; A− Ai). So, by
axiom N4, there exists y∈A− Ai⊂A∩U .
The converse of Proposition 12 holds in a metric space X . To see this, 8rst note
that for each r¿0,
−{z ∈ X : (x; z)¿ r} ⊂ SB(x; r) = {y ∈ X : (x; y)6 r};
so if A intersects each nearly open set that contains x, then there exists y∈A∩ SB(x; r);
as r¿0 is arbitrary, it follows that near (x; A). More generally, the converse of Propo-
sition 12 holds in any topological nearness space X which is topologically consistent
in the following sense: for each x∈X and each open subset A of X containing x, there
exists S ⊂X such that x∈ −S ⊂A. (Every nearness space is topologically consistent in
classical mathematics.) Thus X is topologically consistent if its open subsets are nearly
open; since it is a simple consequence of the de8nition of apartness in a topological
nearness space that nearly open sets are open, X is topologically consistent precisely
when its open and nearly open sets coincide. This certainly holds in a metric space X ,
since it follows from the inclusions
x ∈ −{y ∈ X : (x; y)¿ r} ⊂ B(x; 2r) (x ∈ X; r ¿ 0)
that each open ball is a union of nearly open sets.
Here is an axiom that is equivalent to the converse of Proposition 12:
NX ∀B⊂X (apart (x; B)⇒ ∃y∈A− B)⇒ near (x; A).
This axiom certainly holds classically: for if the antecedent holds and apart (x; A),
then there exists y∈A− A, which is absurd.
Axiom NX holds constructively if X is a topologically consistent topological nearness
space. To see this, let x∈X and A⊂X , and assume that
∀B ⊂ X (apart (x; B)⇒ ∃y ∈ A− B): (5)
If U is any open set (in the original topology on X ) that contains x, then we can 8nd
S ⊂X with x∈ − S ⊂U ; so, by our assumption, there exists y∈A− S ⊂A∩U . Since
U is arbitrary, it follows that near (x; A).
NX implies axiom N3. To see this, let x∈A. Then for each B⊂X with apart (x; B)
we have x∈A− B. Hence, by NX, near (x; A).
We next show that under certain conditions on the inequality on X , a special case
of NX can be derived as a consequence of our axioms N0–N9. Call a subset S of a
nearness space X re3ective if
∀x ∈ X ∃y ∈ A (x = y ⇒ apart (x; A)):
The canonical example of a reYective set in a metric space X is a nonempty complete
subset S that is located, in that
(x; S) = inf{(x; y) : y ∈ S}
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exists for each x∈X [6, p. 92, Lemma (3.8)]. (For more on reYectiveness,
see [11]).
Proposition 13. Let X be a nearness space, and suppose that the inequality on X is
tight, in the sense that
∀x; y ∈ X (¬(x = y)⇒ x = y):
Let x∈X and let A be a subset of X with reAective closure, such that
∀B ⊂ X (apart (x; B)⇒ ∃y ∈ A− B):
Then near (x; A).
Proof. Given x in X , choose y such that near (y; A) and if x =y, then apart (x; A).
If x =y, then apart (x; A) and therefore A− A is nonempty; this contradiction ensures
that ¬ (x =y) and hence, by tightness, that x=y∈A. Thus near (x; A).
We see immediately from Propositions 11 and 12, that if X is a nearness space
for which axiom NX holds, and if  is the corresponding nearness topology, then the
relations near; apart de8ned by
near (x; A)⇔ ∀U ∈  (x ∈ U ⇒ ∃y ∈ U ∩ A);
apart (x; A)⇔ ∃U ∈  (x ∈ U ⊂∼ A)
provide a (topological) nearness structure on X such that
near (x; A)⇔ near (x; A)
and
apart (x; A)⇔ apart (x; A):
In other words, the original nearness structure on X is the same as the topological
nearness structure near.
7. Further developments
We have presented a constructive theory of nearness spaces with two primitive no-
tions: nearness and apartness. Although this theory Yows fairly well from the axioms,
there are desirable (and classically true) results that seem to require stronger axiomatic
properties than the ones we have given. An indication of this is given at the end of the
last section, where we introduced the second-order condition NX. While our axioms
N0–N9 are, we believe, worthy of further investigation, it appears that it is smoother
to use a second-order theory in which, motivated by NX, we introduce the de8nition
near (x; A) if and only if ∀B (apart (x; B)⇒ ∃y ∈ A− B)
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for nearness in terms of a single primitive notion of apartness. 6 This second-order
theory is investigated in [12], the second paper in our series on nearness and apartness.
The third paper in the series deals with a second-order theory of apartness and nearness
between subsets [18].
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